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vendingMachine 


100 points 


Post your work on Etudes by Friday, Apr 24, 2015 not later than 11:45pm 
Refer to executable file (vendingMachineFinished.exe) for a complete version of the program you 


are to develop. 


 


Instructions 
Write an application for giving change from a vending machine. Allow the user to 


enter the cost of the item and the amount given to buy that item. When the button 


'Change' is clicked (this button MUST be the accept button), show the change that 


should be given. The change will consist of the number of Quarters, Dimes, Nickels 


and Pennies and must be given in the least possible number of coins.  Have an 


'Exit' button to end the application. Have a ‘Clear’ button to clear all objects (the 


textboxes, the change information in the label) and sets the focus on the first 


textbox. 


Assume the cost of the item and the money to buy are entered in cents 


Assume the vending machine sells items ranging in price from $0.01 up to $2.00 


The program should display the change in a label and must adhere to the 


following rules: 


1. One coin item per line 


2. Proper use of the singular or plural nouns; example 1 dime or 2 dimes 


3. Only display coins that are actually used in the change given; acceptable 


examples of change include: 


 


 


Unacceptable examples        of change include: 


 


 


1 quarter 


3 pennies 


2 dimes 


1 nickel 


4 pennies 


2 quarters 


1 dime 


1 penny 


1 quarter 


0 dimes 


0 nickels 


3 pennies 


2 quarter(s) 


1 dime(s) 


1 nickel(s) 


1 penny(ies) 


The problem here is that  
0 dimes 


And  
0 nickels 


Should NOT be displayed 


The problem here is 
that  


(s) or (ies) 
Should NOT be 


displayed 
Should NOT be 








Error checking:  


1. Catch blanks and non-numeric entries; in other words, check for “garbage” 


2. Do not allow zeroes or negative values for the cost of the item.  


3. Do not allow zeroes or negative values for the money to buy the item.   


4. The money to buy the item must be greater than or equal to the cost of the 


item. 


5. The largest denomination to pay for an item is $5 (500 cents) 


6. The largest cost of an item is $2 (200 cents) 


Program Flow 


This is VERY important! Your program MUST execute in this EXACT order 


The program must flow in the following order: 


1. Check the cost of item text box 


a. Check for blanks and non-numeric entries in the cost of item text box, (in 


other words, check for “garbage”). Delete the “garbage” and place focus 


in the cost of item text box, if necessary. 


b. If there is “no garbage” in the cost of item text box, verify that the 


number is not negative or zero.  Delete the user entry and place focus in 


the cost of item text box, if necessary. 


c. If the number is not negative or zero, verify that the number is not 


greater than $2.  Delete the user entry if necessary and place focus in the 


cost of item text box. 


2. Check the amount paid text box 


a. Check for blanks and non-numeric entries in the amount paid text box, 


(in other words, check for “garbage”). Delete the “garbage” and place 


focus in amount paid text box, if necessary. 


b. If there is “no garbage” in the amount paid text box, verify that the 


number is not negative or zero. Delete the user entry if necessary and 


place focus in the amount paid text box. 


c. If the number is not negative or zero, verify that the number is not 


greater than $5.  Delete the user entry if necessary and place focus in the 


amount paid text box. 








d. If the number is not greater than $5, verify it is greater than or equal to 


the number entered in the cost of item text box. Delete the user entry if 


necessary and place focus in the amount paid text box. 


3. Calculate the CORRECT change.  Remember that it must consist of the least 


number of coins. 


4. Display results.  Use proper English (singular or plural) and one line per coin.   


5. EXTRA CREDIT5 points 


a. Include dollars as part of the change, if and when appropriate 


Post your work on Etudes when finished. 


You MUST submit a complete zipped solution if you 


expect to receive credit for your work. 


Grading 


1. Program flow30 points (if your program does not execute as enumerated in 


the steps above you automatically lose 30 points) 


2. Check the cost of item text box(This corresponds to step 1 above)15 points 


3. Check the amount paid text box(This corresponds to step 2 above)15 points 


4. Calculate the change. (This corresponds to step 3 above)  15 points 


5. Display results. (This corresponds to step 4 above)  25 points 
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